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ABSTRACT
We are in the process of developing and building the “Mercury” laser system as the

fmt in a series of a new generation of diode-pumped solid-state Inertial Confinement
Fusion (ICI?) lasers at LLNL (see Fig. 1 below). Mercury will be the first integrated
demonstration of a scalable laser architecture compatible with advanced high energy
density (HED) physics applications. Primary performance goals include 10VO
efficiencies at 10 Hz and a 1-10 ns pulse with 10 energies of 100 J and with 2co/30.)
frequency conversion.

BACKGROUND

Over the past 20 years LLNL has pursued the development and use of high energy
lasers for target physics experiments in support of inertial confinement fusion (ICF).
The technology upon which this effort has been based is the flashlarnp-pumped
Nd:glass laser. More than 30 years have elapsed since the first flashlamp-pumped
Nd:glass laser was demonstrated, and this technology approach will soon culminate
with the construction of the National Ignition Facility. Flashkunp-pumped Nd:glass
lasers have offered crucial advantages (e.g. flexibility in pulse format, wavelength, and
spectral width), allowing the progress in ICF physics that has been achieved to date.
The slow shot rate of once every few hours, however, limits the number and type of
experiments and applications that can be pursued. This limitation need no longer be
imposed by the laser technology as first conceptually assembled in the early 1980s by
Krupke and Emmett.1-2 The continuing effort outlined herein will culminate with the
development of a new class of high repetition-rate fusion lasers and will produce the
fwst rep-rated solid-state fusion laser facility (see Fig. 1 below).

The diode-pumped solid-state laser (DPSSL) ICF-driver concept has the important
advantage of direct connectivity to NIF and past Nd:glass solid-state lasers such as
Nova and Beamlet. The common technical issues with all solid-state lasers such as
nonlinear propagation, beam-smoothing, and energy storage, are numerous; on the
other hand, in order to achieve the high rep-rate and efficiency envisioned for this new
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generation of lasers (10 Hz repetition rate and 10 % efficiency, respectively) it is
necessary to replace the flashlamps with semiconductor laser diodes. These systems
will be capable of repetition rates up to 10 Hz, which are more than three orders of
magnitude higher than those of typic~ fusion lasers today. Mercury will produce 100
Joules/pulse that will provide “shots-on-demand” for users. This higher rep-rate laser
system could be utilized by constructing multiple specialized use target chambers and
multiplexing the rep-rated laser between them. A high rep-rate laser driver will also

ultimately be needed if ICF is to provide a means of generating electrical energy.2’3 The
data in Fig. 1 below depict the progress in the energy of ICF lasers built at LLNI+ and
how the proposed effort in diode-pumped solid state lasers is only in its infancy at this
time. The proposed Mercury facility will move this technology forward by two orders
of magnitude in energy and will take us on the first significant step into this new
generation of high energy density and inertial confinement fusion lasers.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of Mercury laser system.
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Fig. 6 Predicted power drop
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and wavelength shift for an array with a BeO heatsink.

We have successfully fabricated and tested 10 bar array thus far. The array was
operated up to 1 kW of peak power (100 W/bar) and all of the bars performed similarly.
This array was life-tested with encouraging results since there was no apparent
degradation after 107 shots under Mercury operating conditions. Collimation of the
emerging diode light has been successfully demonstrated using cylindrically shaped
fiber lenses. The output divergence was measured to be <85 mrad with 85% collection
of the output.

During pulsed operation the diodes undergo a thermal transient which results in a
power drop during the pulse and shift in the output wavelength, To better understand
these issues we have simulated the performance of the diodes to account for these
effects (see Fig. 6). Our baseline design for Mercury uses several 40-bar tiles (4 cm x 1
cm). The heatsink design will continue to be optimized in several ways to meet the
Mercury requirements, such as diode cavity length and metalization process,

Crystal Growth
The goals of the crystal growth efforts for the Mercury project are to assess the growth
potential of Yb:S-FAP [Yb3+:Sr5(P04)3F’1crystals, develop an outside company
resource for the growth of full size crystals, and investigate the capability and integrity
of the fusion bonding process to attach the cladding layers for large scale crystals (3 x 5
x 0.75 cm).

The final composite crystal assembly is shown in Fig. 7, where seven of these crystal
assemblies will be employed in a single amplifier head. Yb:S-FAP CryStdS are

typically grown by the Czochralski method. At present, small high quality, crystals (2
cm diameter x -3 cm length) have been grown with absorption and scatter losses <
0.3%/cm. Mercury crystal apertures however, are much larger in comparison making
crystal growth more challenging, and therefore, high optical quality material of the
appropriate dimensions is not yet available.







SUMMARY

The Mercury Laser is intended to serve as the next-generation fusion laser at LLNL.
Flashlamp-pumped Nd:glass systems have served as a central technology by which the

physics of ICF and high energy density plasmas have been explored over the last two
decades. Laser technology has progressed, however, such that it is now possible to
envision systems that are not repetition-rate limited, and have much greater reliability.
This DPSSL technology would also serve as a prototypical design of an ICF driver for
energy production.

There are significant technical challenges incorporated into the Mercury development
plan that will advance key elements of laser technology by orders of magnitude. For
example, we will advance the scale of the diode array peak output powers to -1 MW,
and simultaneously increase the brightness by 2X over that typically available from
commercial diode arrays. This effort will also develop the largest Yb:S-FAP crystals
ever grown by a factor of six in volume. The gas-cooled-slab architecture will enable
high peak power (up to TW) lasers to be extended to large output powers of up to >1
kW average power. In addition, this will be the highest energy/pulse diode-pumped
laser ever built by an order of magnitude. These and other significant advances will
make this project extremely challenging within the current scope of schedule and
budget.
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